
The musical toys used

The Concerts at NIME

Performance events at computer-music conclaves are too often deadly boring affairs, as
high-brow programmers and theorists show off their latest algorithmic compositions by
pushing buttons on laptops and projecting lines of code. But at NIME, since the emphasis
was on interactivity, the three evening concerts were anything but boring. By Bill Buxton’s
standards regarding the correspondence between gesture and sound, all of the 18 works
presented over three nights were at least interesting, and many had the crowd roaring
their approval. 

The first concert opened with an improvisation by six people, several thousand miles apart
from each other. In the recital hall American composer Scott Gresham-Lancaster played a
custom MIDI guitar while Japanese-American dancer Tomie Hahn (who had met her
partner just the day before) interpreted. Meanwhile, on a video screen was the image of
Pauline Oliveros, playing an accordion and shaking shells in a studio on the other side of
the continent in Troy, New York, which she shared with dancer Olivia Robinson, who was
wearing a decidedly odd-looking headdress made out of huge multicolored rubber strips.
On another screen was an image from Marseilles, France: Jean-Marc Montera played a
Corsican string instrument called the Cittern and the back side of a stripped-down upright
piano, while an unidentified dancer jumped and swooned around the room. Gresahm-
Lancaster later complained to me that the alignment of the video screens on the stage was
not ideal for the dancers to see, and therefore react to each other, and there was a 300
ms transmission delay among the locations, but it still made for some interesting sound
and images.

There was no uncertainty in the next piece, Ligature, by
Giorgio Magnanensi, an Italian-born composer who now lives
in Vancouver. Seated at the FOH console in the middle of the
audience, and looking like a cross between Albert Einstein and
Napolean Dynamite, Magnanensi frantically manipulated a
dozen modified electronic toys of the old "Speak&Spell"
variety, creating a ungodly landscape of screaming, ripping
"circuit-bent" sounds which were thrown around the hall by a
16-channel digital matrix mixer, made all the more hideous by
the sounds’ roots in (badly-sampled) human voices. The one
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glitch, when a motorized Furby with a tiny speaker in its
stomach stopped moving, was adeptly overcome by the
performer who ripped a wire-filled twist-tie in his teeth and
shoved it into the critter’s back, bringing it back to life. (He
told me later a solder joint had failed, and he knew exactly
where it was.) It was a masterful performance, and deserved
its enthusiastic ovation.
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